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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What is the most strategic way to build nonprofit capacity in a community or region? A group of
funders in Napa Valley, California chose an approach focused on financial management and drawing
on peer-to-peer support within a cohort of nonprofit participants. The practical lessons they learned
can benefit other funders seeking to make a strategic impact.
This case study highlights the experience of the initiative, called the Napa Valley Capacity Grants
Financial Management Training program. The grantmakers sought a capacity building program that
would engage nonprofit leaders, offer meaningful training within a limited budget, and have a lasting
impact on the participating organizations and the broader local nonprofit community. The resulting
program, designed by FMA, a national consulting firm that works with nonprofits and foundations,
included organizational assessments, in-person training, participant “homework” and coaching, and
support in implementing identified practice improvements. As a result of the program, leaders of
participating organizations improved their understanding of their financial health and trends,
enhanced their ability to communicate their financial story to stakeholders, increased their ability to
use financial data in decision-making, and prioritized actions for improving their financial
management processes. Moreover, with some complementary training provided to the funders
themselves, participating nonprofits and the collaborating grantmakers began to develop a common
vocabulary and language for discussing finances, providing a platform for conversations and
decisions on bringing organizations’ long-term strategic goals into practical effect.
The results of this initiative
pleased both the participants and
As a result of the program, leaders of
the funders. Nonprofits not only
participating organizations improved their
gravitated to the training, but
understanding of their financial health and
applied it to their work right away.
trends, enhanced their ability to communicate
The funders found an approach
their financial story to stakeholders, increased
that could stretch their budget,
their ability to use financial data in decisionproviding support to a larger group
making, and prioritized actions for improving
of nonprofits. Funders and
their financial management processes.
nonprofits each learned a
common financial management
vocabulary that improved
communication around
grantmaking. And the program impact went beyond financial management to extend to other areas
of organizational capacity and community leadership.
This case study shows why the funding collaborative chose their strategy, what the program looked
like, and what other funders or sponsors can learn from the results. The insights in this case study
are drawn from information shared by the practitioners themselves, including funders, participating
nonprofits and the capacity-building provider. It provides useful, real life information for funders or
other sponsors seeking to design and implement similar initiatives to strengthen the nonprofits they
support.
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Fitting Capacity-Building to the Context: Napa Valley Funder Collaborative
Seeks Practical, Cost-Effective Approach
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations defines nonprofit “capacity” as “the ability of an
organization or a network to fulfill its mission through a blend of sound management, strong
governance and a persistent rededication to assessing and achieving results.” Sponsors or groups of
sponsors who have an interest in strengthening the performance and sustainability of nonprofits in a
particular community or field have often found it beneficial to support initiatives specifically focused
on building the capacity of these organizations. Typical sponsors include foundations, public
grantmaking agencies, educational institutions, and associations of nonprofits.
The Napa Valley Capacity Grants Financial Management Training Program is an initiative of three
collaborating funders: the Napa Valley Community Foundation, Napa Valley Vintners, and the E.
Richard Jones Family Foundation. These three funders are rooted in the Napa Valley community, a
community with a tradition collaborating on projects for the larger good. Napa Valley Vintners is the
local wine industry’s membership association, with an annual auction generating over $14 million
each year to support local nonprofits. Napa Valley Community Foundation President Terence
Mulligan describes the community foundation as a “bridge” to help area donors and nonprofits
partner for the community. Rick and Elaine Jones of the E. Richard Jones Family Foundation are
engaged local leaders who see
the community as “in it together”
Pooling funds enabled each
and call collaboration “the Napa
funder to make a larger impact,
Valley way.” The local nonprofits
and the partnership enabled
supported by these funders range
each funder to support
in size and type but are generally
organizational development
smaller and community-based,
that might fall outside of their
with strong representation in
regular funding categories.
social services and health, as well
as culture and education.
Napa Valley is a rural area, yet it is not far from San Francisco and Napa County has a population
over 100,000 people. And despite its external reputation as a wine-and-food playground for affluent
tourists, the community is economically and culturally diverse. Almost a third of residents identify as
Hispanic or Latino. There are certainly differences in the region – like the distinction between the
more dense and affluent southern end of the valley and the more rural area “UpValley” – but leaders
also describe a small town feel of knowing each other across distance.
The Community Foundation, the Vintners business association, and the Jones Family Foundation
take different approaches to philanthropy and fund different nonprofits, with overlap. But they share
an interest in building the capacities of Napa Valley nonprofits. For some time, these funders have
pooled some of their funds in a single program to make small, special-purpose grants to area
nonprofits. Pooling funds enabled each funder to make a larger impact, and the partnership enabled
each funder to support organizational development that might fall outside of their regular funding
categories.
In this context, these three funders asked themselves if there might be larger ways to strengthen the
nonprofit community in Napa Valley. They drew on their different experiences, compared notes,
researched examples, and talked with grantees to conceptualize a proactive capacity-building
partnership. They envisioned some kind of training and capacity-building initiative that would go
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beyond small grants, yet be practical and cost-effective. Over time they focused on three interrelated
questions:
1. How do we select a topic that will appeal to nonprofits and engage participation?
2. How do we stretch our budget to offer support to more participants?
3. How do we maximize the lasting impact of the program on nonprofits and the community?

Question 1: How do we select a topic that will appeal to nonprofits and engage
participation?
The Napa Valley funder partnership shared a strong and simple insight about capacity building: if it
was going to work, it would have to be embraced by the nonprofit participants and applied in
practice. The most sophisticated capacity building program in the world wouldn’t help if potential
participants didn’t think it would be worth their time and attention along with their primary
responsibilities.
To figure out what would appeal to nonprofits in Napa Valley, the funder collaborative looked at their
own grantmaking experiences and reviewed the special requests they had been receiving for the
small Capacity Grants. They investigated topics being covered in capacity-building initiatives in other
areas, and asked local grantees and community leaders what would be helpful.
It turned out that local nonprofits were most interested in brass tacks training and resources that
they could use to solve problems and get things done. A wide cross-section of nonprofit staff and
Board leaders said they would benefit from a better understanding of, and control over,
organizational finances. The funders realized that this is a practical topic that carries urgency for
many nonprofits while remaining applicable to a variety of organizations and contexts. Terence
Mulligan of the Napa Valley Community Foundation said that their organizational scan revealed that
local nonprofits were operating with scant cash reserves. The funder collaborative hoped the training
would strengthen participants’ financial health.
The funders were aware that financial management can seem dry to some, and intimidating to
others. They realized it would take an empathetic and inspiring consultant to engage various
nonprofit leaders around this topic. Researching various approaches and providers, the funder
partnership identified FMA, a consulting firm focused on nonprofit financial management and
operations whose work came highly recommended by both funders and nonprofits. FMA founder
Hilda Polanco and West Coast consultant Rebecca Coker combined financial expertise with a strong
understanding of the perspectives and interests of nonprofit practitioners.
The funder collaborative hoped that the financial management topic would spark nonprofit interest
and generate sufficient applications to the program. And they hoped the practical nature of the topic
and FMA’s approach would engage participants to invest their own time and energy in the initiative.

Question 2: How do we stretch our budget to offer support to more
participants?
There seems to be a trade-off in capacity building approaches between group-based training and
individual consultation. Group training allows for more participants, but individual consultation
provides for deeper and more customized support.
The Napa Valley funders at first anticipated developing a program of individualized consulting or
training for staff of nonprofits. But this would mean covering a relatively small number of nonprofits
each year. Rick Jones of the E. Richard Jones Family Foundation said that he expected the pool
would be able to cover individualized consultations with only 2 or 3 nonprofits.
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To gain some of the benefits of customization while expanding the reach of the program, FMA
proposed a “mixed” approach working with a group of about 10 nonprofits. FMA had recently worked
with the Wallace Foundation to develop a “cohort” model that combined the efficiencies of group
training with the relevance of individualized consultation, by offering a mix of group and individual
learning elements that complemented and informed each other.1 This model is described in further
detail in the following section.

Question 3: How do we maximize the lasting impact of the program on
nonprofits and the community?
In the end, nonprofits and funders alike seek to build capacity because all would like to accomplish
more with available resources. The Napa Valley sponsors say they wanted to “lift up the whole
nonprofit sector” in the community. They wanted participants to build skills, and in the process they
hoped that nonprofits would grow in larger ways to address community needs and sustain their
efforts over time. And being self-reflective, the funders also considered how they themselves could
benefit from finance training, both for their own organizational capacity and in their roles as
grantmakers. (FMA provided an overview training on nonprofit financial management for
representatives of the 3 grantmaking organizations.)
In conceiving their capacity-building program, the Napa Valley grantmaking partners recognized the
value of financial management as a component of nonprofit capacity. FMA’s approach also offered
an argument for financial
management as a springboard for
broader strategic thinking. For
FMA’s approach: Use finance as a
some, finance means turning
lever to guide, inform, and empower
inward, toward detail. We might
nonprofit leadership and decisionlook at financial statements and
making.
ask, “what is this line item?” or
“what are the components of this
number?” or “where can we cut?”
Those can be good and important
questions, but finance can also be usefully thought of as a window outward, into a nonprofit’s big
picture. We might look at the same numbers and ask, “what is our business model?” and “how do
we really get things done?” and “where can we invest to sustain and do more?” This strategic
perspective on financial management is key to FMA’s approach: Use finance as a lever to guide,
inform, and empower nonprofit leadership and decision-making.
The attached chart shows the relationship between the sponsor’s three design questions, their
general strategy for addressing those questions, the way the program was specifically implemented,
the indicators of success, and the lessons that others may draw from the Napa Valley case (See
Attachment A)

1 “The Skills to Pay the Bills: An Evaluation of an Effort to Help Nonprofits Manage Their Finances,”
by Walker, Grossman, Andrews, Carrington, and Rojas of MDRC for the Wallace Foundation,
February, 2015, available at http://fmaonline.net/cohort-based-capacity-building
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Program Model: Implementation of the Cohort-based Capacity-Building
Program
Once the Napa Valley funder collaborative set strategies to achieve their sought-after impact, they
set up their program to implement those strategies. The funders took an active, “hands on” role in
recruiting and selecting nonprofit participants, organizing the program, overseeing the training, and
hosting – but not sitting in on -- the workshop, keeping an “arm’s length distance” in order to
encourage the free exchange of information. Funders also periodically met with FMA training leaders
Rebecca Coker and Hilda Polanco to coordinate, and hosted a follow-up “alumni reunion” and
advanced workshops separate from the four core workshops offered to the cohort.
Ten Napa Valley nonprofits formed the first Cohort in 2015, and 9 formed a second Cohort in 2016.
Participating organizations ranged in budget size from less than half a million to over $14m, and also
ranged in constituency, geographic and program focus, and age, comprising a cross-section of the
nonprofit sector in Napa Valley. Nonprofit participants invested substantial time and effort in the
program. Each organization engaged key members of their leadership teams, including at least the
CEO/Executive Director and a Board member or lead finance staff. Sometimes as many as 7
representatives participated in aspects of the program. Over a period of 4 months, FMA provided 40
hours of training and 6 hours of coaching support to each nonprofit, and with organizational teams
of 2-7 leaders, each nonprofit invested an average of 140 person-hours in training. Each cohort also
went through a period of supported implementation for about 6 months, adding up nearly a year of
total training.
The program included the following 7 specific components:
1. Assessment: Organizations sharing existing financial information and fiscal practices with
FMA, enabling FMA to analyze where each participant started training, and enable each
participant to flag areas of concern and opportunities for growth.
2. Four monthly Cohort Workshops, with group instruction on financial management concepts,
tools, techniques, and strategies, organized into 4 topic areas.
3. Online and at-home “homework” involving self-assessment, analysis, exercises, and
practices, culminating in an action plan for improvements.
4. Individual organization coaching between workshops from FMA for staff/board teams from
each nonprofit, to address questions with the training material and make direct applications
to participant finances and contexts.
5. 6-month post-workshop self-managed practice implementation period.
6. 6th month check-back with FMA and peers to discuss action plan implementation, questions,
application of best practices, and areas for further growth.
7. Periodic Alumni “reunions” and Advanced Workshops, with group presentations by FMA on
follow-up and “refresher” topics as well as facilitated networking among participants.
Specific participant learning objectives included:
•
•
•
•
•

An understanding of their organization’s financial health and trends;
Enhanced ability to communicate their organization’s financial story to staff, board, funders,
and other key stakeholders;
Increased ability to effectively monitor financial results and use historical financial
information to inform the organizations’ ongoing plans and forecasts;
Tools to use for financial planning and analysis;
More effective communication among members of the leadership team;
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•

Prioritized actions for improving financial management practices

The nuts-and bolts financial management practices covered in the program included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

budgeting,
financial reporting,
fiscal policies and procedures considering internal controls and process efficiencies,
fiscal staffing structures,
technology solutions, and
Board financial governance tools

At the conclusion of the program, FMA also provided the funders with a report on the results of the
cohort, including successes, lessons learned, and potential improvements to future programs.

By the numbers:
Participating organizations per Cohort

9 – 10 organizations

Participating staff and Board per organization

2 – 7 participants

Average hours of training received per organization

140 person-hours

Length of training

12 months

Average cost per organization

$13,000

Success Indicators and Lessons for Funders: The Efficacy of Using a PeerSupported, Finance-based Strategy for Capacity-Building
The Napa Valley Capacity Grants Financial Management Training Program has been enthusiastically
received and praised by the sponsors and participants. One experienced CEO called the program
“the best training model I’ve ever experienced.” Participant responses to evaluation surveys
averaged 4.75 on a scale from 1 to 5. The funder collaborative said that community leaders have
spoken to them, without prompting, to say how valuable the program has been in the community.
The funders said that the benefit of the program had been much greater than anticipated,
particularly for the budget they had available to invest. All sponsors said they would highly
recommend the program model and FMA to any funder or group of funders considering capacitybuilding options.
For leaders from other communities, the question isn’t just how well-received the Napa Valley Cohort
Program was locally, but how it worked in context and what that success can teach others. Those
leaders would want to consider the outcomes of the program in terms of the three critical success
drivers that the Napa Valley funders identified at the beginning:
•
•
•

Participant Appeal: Selecting a topic that will appeal to nonprofits and engage participation
Program Model: Budgeting to offer support to more participants
Strategic Impact: Maximizing the lasting impact of the program on nonprofits and the
community
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CONCLUSION
There is Strength in Collaboration
The Napa Valley Capacity Grants Financial Management Training program demonstrates how
funders can craft an affordable capacity-building program which appeals to participants, taps group
knowledge, and makes a broad strategic impact. The Napa Valley case is also instructive for what it
shows us about collaboration among and between funders. Strength in numbers works for funders,
too.
The three sponsoring funders had been working together on the Capacity Grants for years before
they started the Financial Management training. The training initiative showed the funders they could
take that collaboration further, to develop a proactive, hands-on program with a professional
consulting firm. By pooling funds the sponsors were able to afford a program more significant than
what any of them could have done on their own, reaching more groups and providing deeper
assistance. The program was so successful that the funder collaborative sponsored a second Cohort,
with the combined “alumni” now representing a significant ongoing network of local nonprofits
dedicated to strategic leadership and collaboration.
The program has benefitted the sponsors and community in other ways as well. As Rick Jones of the
E. Richard Jones Family Foundation says, the partnership meetings “have provided an opportunity to
talk about what is going on in the community,” which helps each funder to better understand
challenges and opportunities for action. Terence Mulligan of the Napa Valley Community Foundation
says the effort has gotten funders and the nonprofits to think harder about educating citizens on how
to invest in successful nonprofit efforts. Susan Duke of the Napa Valley Vintners says she’s seen
signs of “cross-fertilization” of leadership across Boards of Directors and the mobilization of new
volunteer leaders from the community.
Interestingly, the proactive role sponsors took in developing finance training encouraged them to
request financial management training themselves. They asked FMA to provide a program overview
or overview for representatives of the 3 grantmaking organizations, and say it has helped them align
their grantmaking with best practices in financial management and has made communication with
grantees around finance much easier. Susan Duke of Napa Valley Vintners says that learning more
about finance has inspired them to “be more strategic” in their own operations, including
strengthening internal fiscal staffing and budgeting for some emergency and capital funding
purposes.
Asked what advice they would pass along to other funders, the Napa sponsors emphasize planning
the program to fit the community. “Work with FMA as a partner,” said Julia DeNatale of the
Community Foundation, explaining that FMA’s experience helped the funders recognize and apply
what they already knew about the community.
The Napa funders all say that the program’s success has strengthened their collaboration. Duke says
that the positive experience working with the other funders has inspired the Vintners to explore
further opportunities. Jones says the training has been “a good place to start” and that the good
experience working with the others and with FMA has opened his thinking about other ways to
collaborate for the community.
Designing a capacity-building program is an art. Every community is different, and within
communities there are different funders and constituencies. The Napa Valley partners emphasized
capacity-building that would appeal to participants, that took advantage of group synergy, and that
made strategic impact. This kind of training sparked large improvements in leadership and
management that transcended finance and helped transform organizations. A relatively modest and
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cost-effective program has made a strategic impact on the community, and continues to do so
through the ongoing network of participants. For funders with similar interests and desires, peersupported financial management training is a good option to consider. In the end, we’re all in it
together.
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In Depth: Participant Appeal
The funder collaborative was gratified at the response they received from nonprofits interested in
finance training. Turnout was considered strong for the initial information session, leading to an
excellent pool of applicants. Once the program started, participants exhibited strong engagement in
the process. Overall attendance was high, with each organization bringing an average of 3 leaders to
each workshop. Susan Duke of the Napa Valley Vintners tells of one nonprofit CEO who thought her
Chief Financial Officer might be insulted to be asked to attend "finance training." "We run a pretty
tight ship," the CEO told Duke, "and I don't know if our CFO would find it worth his time." But when the
CFO came to the first workshop he was impressed at how FMA connected finance basics to the work
of the whole organization. That CFO became a regular
attendee and an important participant in the coaching
Participant Appeal: Lessons for
sessions with FMA.
Other Funders:
As the funder collaborative hoped, the content was helpful
to nonprofits in different circumstances. UpValley Family
Center CEO Jenny Ocon said her organization had recently
accomplished a merger of two organizations, which might
have complicated leadership and systems issues. But
Ocon felt instead that the training was “good timing,”
because it enabled the organization to start its new life on
a strong footing, and to take advantage of the merger to
implement strong new systems.
Similarly, Rianda House Senior Activity Center was the
smallest organization in the first Cohort, with just two fulltime staff. Some might have thought Rianda House was
too small to take advantage of the program. But Executive
Director Julie Spencer said Rianda used the opportunity to
engage Board members, leading to some transformational
changes. In the end, Spencer felt that Rianda got as much
out of the training as anyone.

Nonprofit leaders seek training to
address critical, hands-on issues that
consume organizational time and
attention. But some practical topics
are more or less relevant to different
organizations at different stages of
development. Financial management
is a practical topic that appeals to a
wide range of nonprofits in various
circumstances.
---------“In It Together” Lesson: Financial
management training attracts and
engages nonprofits.

The Napa Valley funder collaborative posited that a capacity-building program is only as good as the
participation it attracts. Though finance might not sound like the most exciting topic at first, this
Napa program showed that financial management is something that can appeal to nonprofits across
the board, and something that can engage authentic participant interest and effort once the program
starts.
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In Depth: Program Model
The Napa Valley funder collaborative pooled their resources to fund a capacity-building program, but
partners nevertheless recognized that their budget was
limited. In conversation with FMA, the funders chose a Cohort
Program Model: Lessons for Other
approach to get the cost-saving benefits of group training
Funders
without sacrificing relevance to individual nonprofits. The
If you have enough nonprofits in
Cohort approach provided customized capacity-building to
your constituency to fill out a
more organizations within the budget set out by the funders,
as well as facilitating peer sharing and networking that
Cohort, and if leaders of those
enabled nonprofit leaders to learn more from each other than
organizations can sometimes meet in
they could in either a traditional class or individual coaching
person, you can get both costprogram.
effectiveness and custom training
with a Cohort model.
Even within the context of group workshops, participants say
that FMA provided individualized support relevant to each
“In It Together” Lesson: Cohort
participating organization. FMA used three tactics to
training generates individualized
customize Cohort training. First, FMA analyzed the finances
results with group efficiencies
of each nonprofit and provided direct coaching between
workshops. Rianda House Executive Director Julie Spencer
said the FMA staff were “impressively prepared for the private coaching sessions, so the time spent
with us was efficiently focused.”
Second, FMA designed the workshops to include material of direct relevance to the participating
nonprofits. Of course, financial material can be sensitive, but Ocon of UpValley said FMA “found a
way to use anonymous examples that benefitted the whole Cohort, without revealing who it came
from.” Participant teams were given the opportunity to discuss such examples in private in their own
breakouts, and were free to share with others if they wished.
Third, FMA used its Financial Health Analysis Tool, Program-Based Budget Builder, and other tools
and templates to enable nonprofit participants to analyze their individual situations compared to
benchmarks that FMA provided.2 For example, one organization found their benefit rate was below
average and acted to revisit their benefit structure. Others looked at balance sheet trends over time,
to understand how their financial management had shaped organizational direction.
The funder collaborative was glad that FMA combined the benefits of customized training with the
cost-efficiencies of working with a group. But it was the effects of group synergy that spurred the
most appreciation from the funders and participants. Ocon of UpValley Family Center said she found
the inter-Cohort sharing “a definite plus.” “When we were going over donation tracking systems, or
discussing administrative thresholds,” she said, “I could turn to other leaders and get real feedback
on what other nonprofits are doing, and why.”
Spencer of Rianda House was apprehensive at first about representing a smaller, newer
organization, but said that “we appreciated learning from the larger, older nonprofits in our Cohort,
as they shared tips and lessons from which we’ve already benefitted.” For example, Spencer said
that Rianda House had been considering setting up an endowment, something she thought larger
groups would advise. Instead, those peers shared several alternatives to an endowment, and
advised Rianda House to focus on building an operating reserve to support the organization through
2 A wide range of financial management tools, templates and other resources—many designed by
FMA—are available for download on the Wallace Foundation-sponsored website
StrongNonprofits.org.
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financial challenges or to invest in new opportunities. Spencer had worried that people would think
that a nonprofit like Rianda House “shouldn’t have ‘extra’ funds.” She found it encouraging that wellrespected nonprofits not only have reserves, but seek to build reserves to help sustain and grow
their organizations. “That was an eye-opener to me,” said Spencer.
When asked what she thought larger groups might have learned from Rianda House, Spencer said
other participants were impressed at how quickly the “nimble” Rianda House was able to absorb and
implement what they learned. “Our
being in the program reminded older
FMA used its Financial Health Analysis Tool,
organizations of what it was like
Program-Based Budget Builder, and other
when they were starting out, and how
tools and templates to enable nonprofit
they made choices that got them
participants to analyze their individual
where they are today,” she says.
situations compared to benchmarks that FMA
“Their situations seem more complex
provided.
and constrained, but from us they
learned that they can still make
choices now to get where they are
going to be tomorrow.”
The Cohort model helped encourage a culture of community. Spencer points out that, in a rural area
like Napa Valley, nonprofits could be tempted to view available funding as “finite,” and to view each
other as competitors for those funds. As they have shared financial experiences with each other,
Cohort participants have grown in their appreciation of the nonprofits in the community, each with its
own financial challenges and opportunities. That has strengthened the local culture of collaboration
instead of competition. As UpValley Board member Elaine Jones said from the training, “We were
reminded that we are in it together.”
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In Depth: Strategic Impact
Beyond training nonprofits in certain skills, the Napa
Strategic Impact: Lessons for Other
Valley funder collaborative wanted capacity-building
to strengthen organizations and “lift up the nonprofit
Funders
sector” in the community. While focusing on the
Financial management skills development
particular skills of financial management, FMA treats
can provide capacity-building program
finance as a window into an organization’s business
participants with a springboard for
model and operating systems. By empowering
broader organizational and leadership
participants to understand and manage their
finances, FMA attempts to give organizations a
development.
common language through which stakeholders can
“In It Together” Lesson: Strong finance
contribute valuable perspectives, collaborate on
skills lead to strategic impact – because it
planning, and implement decisions as a team across
gives us a common language to talk
every aspect of organizational life. The Cohort
about everything else that matters.
program succeeded in building participant financial
capacities, but also helped participants grow capacity
more generally and demonstrate advances in areas
such as leadership, strategic planning, communications, and human resources.
Take talent management, for example. The program wasn’t specifically designed to build human
resource management capacity, yet respondents indicated that their training enabled them to make
big improvements in staffing and staff relationships. Partly, these changes came in finance staffing,
as organizations implemented time-saving technologies or reorganized responsibilities to take
advantage of stronger financial monitoring and planning. Napa Valley Hospice & Adult Day Services,
for example, saw the need for and established a new Chief Financial Officer position. More
significantly, participants reported implementing changes across all staff, as they brought program,
administrative, development and finance staff together to collaborate in new ways. Groups like
UpValley, the Education Foundation, and Child Start all made it a regular practice to engage staff
across functions to discuss how programs and operations affect finances, and how finances can
best support programs and operations. This incorporates practical insight into budgets, while
building a sense of ownership among all staff. Child Start, for example, said cross-functional finance
discussions have “allowed everyone’s perspectives to be heard and fostered a mutual respect for
each other.”
The insights that participants gained from the program also inspired stronger leadership and opened
up new thinking about organizational strategy and direction. For instance, UpValley ED Ocon and
Board member Elaine Jones both reported changes in the way the staff and the Board of the
organization worked together with greater clarity and mutual understanding. The lessons of the
program have provided a platform for UpValley’s staff and board to discuss organizational strategy
and clarify their organizational identity
as the product of a merger of two
The insights that participants gained from
organizations. Terence Mulligan said
the program also inspired stronger
that the Napa Valley Community
leadership and opened up new thinking
Foundation has observed better
about organizational strategy and
communication between Boards and
direction.
staff of several grantees on
organizational direction and
leadership. Julia DeNatale described a particular nonprofit that has already undergone
“transformational change” in the way the Board and the staff understand and plan for finances. They
have reexamined their model and developed “the best case statement” she’s ever seen from them,
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describing a new, more strategic approach. Again, new tools and understanding of financial
management facilitated communication and larger organizational capacity.
Indeed, if there is a secret to using finance as a lever for broader capacity building, it is in facilitating
communication across organizational functions and roles. In the FMA approach, different
perspectives meet in the middle around finance, and finance becomes a common language. Not
because money is the only thing that matters, but because money is how stakeholders talk about
everything else that matters.
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Attachment A: Program Design Summary
Success Driver: Participant Appeal
Design question: How do we select a topic that will appeal to nonprofits and engage participation?
Strategy

Program Implementation

Success Indicators

Lesson Learned

• Ask grantees!
• Review grant requests
• Go for "nuts and bolts"
benefits to nonprofits

• Publicized practical benefits
of financial management to
nonprofits.
• Requested commitment of
leadership teams.
• Selected a provider able to
relate to nonprofit leaders of
diverse skills and
backgrounds.

• Participants not only sought out
the training, but they used it.
• Applications exceeded
expectations.
• Attendance was strong
throughout.
• Participants rated training highly
in "usefulness" and "value."

Financial
management
training attracts
and engages
nonprofits.

Success Driver: Effective and Efficient Program Model
Design Question: How do we stretch our budget to offer customized training to more participants?
Strategy

Program Implementation

Success Indicators

Lesson Learned

• Form and lead peergroup Cohorts.
• Select a provider who
can coach individual
nonprofits, lead
relevant group training,
and facilitate peer
sharing.

• FMA provided a series of
group workshops with
coaching in between.
• FMA provided hands-on
tools, understandable
concepts, and real-world
examples to make training
relevant.
• FMA helped participants
apply lessons in their
contexts.
• FMA facilitated peer
networking in workshops.

• More participants received more
customized training than expected
under the budget.
• Participants rated the quality of
training and coaching highly.
• Participants strongly improved
their financial management
practices.
• Participants said peer networking
further extended the value of the
program.

Cohort training
generates
individualized
results with group
efficiencies.

Success Driver: Strategic Impact
Design Question: How do we maximize the lasting impact of the program on nonprofits and the
community?
Strategy

Program Implementation

• Select a provider who
relates financial
management to larger
organizational leadership
and development.
• Work with leadership
teams.
• Facilitate sharing among
participants.
• Build a common financial
vocabulary between
funders and grantees.

• FMA taught practical skills
through larger, strategic
themes.
• FMA used simple tools and
concepts to give different
staff and Board members
(as well as funders) a
"common language" to learn
from each other and
collaborate.
• "Alumni" gatherings were
organized to support
networking among
participants from both
Cohorts.

Success Indicators
• Staff used FMA tools to
communicate and build
relationships in their
organizations.
• Participants demonstrated
growth in other areas, like
programming, human resources,
and strategic planning.
• Funders, staff, and Board
volunteers reported
improvements in Napa Valley
community nonprofit practice.

Lesson Learned
Strong finance skills
lead to strategic
impact because it
gives us a common
language to talk
about everything
else that matters.
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Case Study: Rianda House
A striking example of how financial management
training provides larger organizational capacity-building
is provided by Rianda House’s decision to open a new
program center in the UpValley area of Napa County.
Rianda House is a small and relatively new
organization which operates adult day care and a
range of senior services and supports. The
organization entered the Napa Valley Capacity Grants
Financial Management Program with just 1 full-time
and 2 part-time staff, a hands-on “barnraising” Board,
and 2 ½ months cash reserves. But Rianda House
received a “windfall” in the form of a relatively large
bequest and a successful fundraiser. CEO Julie
Spencer attended the training, and at various points so
did two part-time staff and 4 different Board members.
The Cohort training helped Rianda House’s staff and
Board turn that windfall into significant organizational
capacity.

Rianda House Senior Activity Center is
committed to providing UpValley seniors
with programs that stimulate minds,
strengthen bodies and promote
independent living through education,
recreation and social involvement.

Spencer and the Rianda House Board had been
thinking that setting up an endowment fund would be
www.riandahouse.org
the fiscally-prudent thing to do. But they learned that
larger peer organizations in their Cohort didn’t
necessarily have endowments, and that there might be better ways to invest the funds such as an
operating reserve or even additional investment in programming.

Rianda House realized that there was an unmet demand for senior services in the UpValley area. By
opening a second center in that area, they could build on their existing skills and administrative
capacities and expand services to an underserved constituency in their rural, largely Spanishspeaking region. Based on their existing finances, Rianda House was able to estimate the marginal
costs of opening a new program, and through networking with Cohort peers, training Sponsors and
others, they discovered sources who would like to support such a program in UpValley. Board and
staff worked together in training breakouts and used FMA-designed templates between workshops
to project and establish the feasibility of an expansion.
In essence, Rianda House found out that investing in themselves and expanding their constituency
brought a better “return on investment” than setting aside endowment funds in some account. The
seven Board and staff members who participated in parts of the training gained confidence in their
assessment. Using the FMA tools and templates, they communicated this vision to other Board
members and volunteers, to donors and funders, and to the public. Through the Cohort network, they
received the critical support of the UpValley Family Center, who viewed this development as a
valuable complement to their existing services. Rianda House hired new staff and opened and began
to operate the second program, which grew their organization by 50% and enabled them to serve a
wider range of Napa residents.
The combination of the program’s training approach and tools, sharing with and learning from peers,
and direct consulting and coaching from FMA helped Rianda House not just learn financial
management, but grow as a more successful and responsive community organization. Financial
management training led to broader organizational capacity.
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About FMA
FMA exists to build a community of individuals with the confidence and skills to lead organizations
that change the world.
Since 1999, our dedicated consultants have served major foundations and nonprofit organizations
nationwide and around the world by helping them develop the capacity they need to fulfill their
missions more effectively and efficiently. Foundations routinely call on FMA to strengthen grantee
operations and fiscal management, improve their own grant-making capacity, and increase the
financial knowledge of their staff. Nonprofit organizations depend on FMA to offer advisory services
and practical tools to surmount challenges and navigate significant decisions.
Drawing on a culturally and linguistically diverse staff in offices in New York, Chicago, Oakland and
Los Angeles, FMA provides services in three major categories:
Consulting & Advisory Services
FMA’s consulting services equip nonprofit leaders with the tools to monitor and manage financial
performance and develop a culture of Operational Excellence. FMA’s experienced team of
consultants can help establish the fiscal and operational infrastructure to support an organization’s
operating needs and develop capacity for future growth.
Outsourced Solutions
FMA’s outsourcing services are custom tailored to efficiently execute the daily, monthly and
quarterly accounting and financial management tasks that keep organizations focused on their
programs. Our seasoned consultants bring clients the peace of mind and security of knowing their
financials are compliant with stakeholder needs and their decisions are based on accurate,
comprehensive, and easy-to-read financial reports.
Training and Coaching
FMA provides practical coaching and training in fiscal and operational best-practices for
professionals in nonprofit and philanthropic organizations across the country.

Learn more about FMA at www.fmaonline.net
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